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Find it EZ unites Google and Microsoft
Bits n' Bytes Software Inc. has released Find it EZ Professional version 3.1.8, an enterprise source code search engine that
automates software change impact analysis. By saving hundreds of hours per developer annually, Find it EZ improves
software worker productivity, enabling organizations that create or depend on custom software to:
‒
‒
‒

prepare more timely and accurate estimates
enhance change management processes
improve code quality

Find it EZ eliminates cost overruns that are caused by underestimating or missing affected areas of an application that need
to be modified whenever new specifications are proposed.
The latest release has been certified Microsoft Platform Ready for SQL Server, SQL Azure and Windows 7. Version 3.1.8
adds full integration with Microsoft Visual Studio, including three new ease of use extensions to the main application:
‒
‒
‒

EZ launch - a simple front end to initiate a Find it EZ scan. Use a keyboard hot key ( CTRL+SHIFT+Z ) to start a
search from anywhere.
Find it EZ Visual Studio add-on - context sensitive menu automatically submits a word or highlighted phrase to
perform a comprehensive Find it EZ profile scan.
Google Code Search for Visual Studio - full integration with Google Code Search labs to scan the largest online
public source code library from within the Visual Studio IDE. Useful to find examples of how to use a function or
to locate code snippets that can be copied and used within client projects.

Find it EZ empowers the development team with the ability to pinpoint the full impact of every software change request,
across all components ( the core program, the database and reports ). Find it EZ includes support for:
‒
‒
‒
‒

All top 10 modern programming languages: JAVA, C, C++, Python, PHP, C#.net, Visual Basic, Perl, JavaScript
and Delphi (Pascal) ... plus many more, including support for Ruby added in this release
The most widely used relational databases on all supported platforms: Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, MySQL and
MS Access
Cloud databases: Amazon RDS and SQL Azure
Reports: Crystal Reports, Active Reports and SQL Server Reporting Services

Find it EZ's live database connection support lets you scan all triggers, stored procedures, views, and user-defined
functions in a single search request. It finds every place a target phrase is used, including SQL statements that may be
hidden within Crystal Reports formulas or embedded within C#.net, ASP, JAVA or JSP source code files. Scan table
definitions, indexes, constraints and data for complete, in-depth database search results.
Find it EZ runs under Windows 7/2008/Vista/2003/XP/2000 and requires Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0. The software
supports boolean, wildcard, and REGEX search engine syntax, and includes a number of filtering options to minimize false
positive matches in your scan results. Change lists produced are concise, accurate and thorough. A single-user license is
available for $175 US. Multi-user discounts are available. A fully functional 30-day trial version is available from the
company's product site – http://www.finditez.com/downloads/
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